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Summary  

Computing travel times for PP (Tpp) and converted PS (Tps) waves is essential to model PS 
converted wave propagation. In this work, we consider a PS converted wave travel times 
methodology. The technique can be implemented to determine both reflection (Tpp) and 
conversion (Tps) travel times simultaneously.  
 
The Level Set method (Leung et al., 2006) is used to locate and model the geological interface, 
where the zero set (ϕ(x)=0) corresponds to the interface. Usually, PP and PS travel times can be 
calculated from the reflector model by using ray tracing. In this paper, we adapt the methodology 
proposed in 2005 by Rawlinson and Sambridge based on Fast Marching (RS-FMM), in order to 
have a fast eikonal grid-based solver to compute converted wave times. We compared the travel 
times from RS-FMM with those calculated with a standard ray tracing technique that obeys Snell's 
law at each point of the reflector, where these points are determined by the Particle Level Set 
method [Zhao et al., 2018]. RS-FMM has not been previously applied for the PS converted wave, 
and we want to investigate its accuracy as compared with standard raytracing.  
 
Travel time calculations are presented using two examples: a monoclinal and a sinusoidal 
interface. With these interfaces, the travel times are estimated numerically from the first arrivals 
of the PP-PS waves for the two methodologies studied, RS-FMM and Ray Tracing. Furthermore, 
for the monoclinal interface, the results are compared with analytical travel times. In this work, the 
cost of the calculation and the precision of the implemented methodologies are determined and 
used to select the most appropriate tool for calculating travel times of PS and PP waves. The 
evaluations of the algorithms' results determine that the calculations of the travel time using ray 
tracing have a precision comparable to the RS-FMM technique. However, the calculation time is 
much longer in the ray-tracing methodology. 
 

Methodology  
 
By using the Level Set methodology, the first interface on the subsurface is located, given a 
velocity model (we are assuming that this interface’s geometry is identical in depth for the Vp and 
Vs velocity model, even though for each velocity model we can have arbitrary values. We have 
not explored the related problem of registration); the refined location of the level ϕ(x)=0 (interface 
R) is computed using the Particle Level Set methodology, which uses a sub-grid of points that 
determines the resolution of the mapping of the Level Set function of the interface. In figure 1, we 
can observe the subsampling grid around the ϕ(x,z)=0. 
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Figure 1. Refined location of the interface given a velocity model. Definition of inter-grid sampling points. 
In magenta grid points, where the value of ϕ(x,z) changes sign at least one point. In black, grid points that 
sample around the interface ϕ(x,z)=0. 

Figure 2 shows the method described in Zhao et al. (2018) to locate the ϕ(x,z)=0 contained in the 
Level Set distance function, ϕ(x,z). On the function ϕ(x,z) grid points are detected by the change 
of sign (magenta crosses), delimiting cells where particles are introduced (black asterisk) that 
track and define the resolution of the location of the level ϕ(x)=0 in each cell; the location of these 

points, 𝑥𝑝, are updated following the equation 
𝑑𝑥𝑝

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑣(𝑥𝑝), where 𝑣 is average velocity of 

propagation, represented by the X in blue. Finally, using the equation of motion: 𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑥𝑝 +

𝜆(𝜙(𝑥,𝑧)
𝑔𝑜𝑎𝑙

− 𝜙(𝑥,𝑧)
𝑝

)�⃗� 𝑥𝑝
, the particles track the ϕ(x,z)=0 (stars in cyan). 

 
Figure 2. Detection of ϕ(x,z)=0 with Particle Level Set. Inter-grid points in black move towards points in 
blue, from these the interface ϕ(x,z)=0 is located, shown in cyan color. The theoretical interface is marked 
in red. 

The Level Set Particles that define ϕ(x)=0 represent the refined location of the geological reflector 
required to implement the technique to calculate travel times (Source- Interface - Receiver) Tpp 
and Tps. Figure 3 shows how a ray (in black) is drawn from the source to a point in the reflector 
(Particle Level Set, ϕ(x)=0) from where two rays travel back to the surface, where sources and 
receivers are located. Ray reflection and conversion are evaluated using the boundary condition 
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for gradients at the interface (Snell's law). From the Source-Interface-Receiver ray, the travel 
times of P waves (Tpp) and S waves (Tps) are calculated. Notice that the receiver for PP and PS 
rays are not the same, in general. 

 
Figure 3. Ray Tracing Methodology based on Level Set. 

On the other hand, the RS-FMM methodology calculates the times of first arrivals by propagating 
the source-reflector travel times (Tt) using the FMM technique (see Figure 4.a). The travel times 
for the points of the interface are calculated (downwards) from the source to the interface (Tpt) 
using the Vp model (Figure 4.b). Next, each point on the reflector is used as “virtual source” with 
variable initial time Tpt. Finally, we perform upward propagation in the FMM algorithm using the 
Vs model (Figure 4.c). This methodology represents the location of the reflector on the same 
(coarse) grid points of the velocity models, without requiring higher resolution as it was required 
in Ray Tracing. 

 
Figure 4. Travel times using the RS-FMM Methodology. Transmission Tt. b. Reflexion Tpp. c. Tps 

conversion. 

To verify that this method provides an accurate solution, we compare the computation time and 
accuracy of the calculation of the travel times Tpp and Tps made by the two algorithms under 
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discussion: Ray Tracing and RS-FMM. We use two velocity models: one with a monoclinal 
reflector (Figure 5.a) and other with a velocity model with sinusoidal reflector, Figure 5.b. For 
simplicity, we use a constant velocity model Vp and Vs ∀ Ω, but the method can be extended to 
general variable velocities. Figure 5 identifies each zone defined by the reflector showing the 
velocity of each medium for both S and P waves: Vs and Vp. 

  
Figure 5. Velocity models: interface detected with Level Set a. Monoclinal. b Sinusoidal. 

With the level set methodology, the inclination geometry interface was determined, and with the 
level set particle methodology, the 0-crossing of the level set function was established, so that 
the locations of all points belonging to the inclined reflector are known, Figure 6. 

 
 

Figure 6. Monoclinal a. Detected interface ϕ (x) = 0 b. Detection process ϕ (x) = 0, using ϕ (x). 
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Figure 7 shows the analytical travel time Tpp (solid line in red) together with the graphs of the 
travel times Tpp and Tps calculated with the RS-FMM methodology (green and black asterisk) 
and with Ray Tracing (red and blue asterisk). Figure 5.b shows details of the differences in the 
calculation of the travel times Tpp, it is distinguished that the times calculated with the Ray tracing 
(blue asterisk) are closer to the analytical values (solid red line). Being the largest time difference 
between the analytical value and the one measured by the Ray Tracing of 18ms (1.48%, with 
respect to the Analytical value) while the largest difference between the analytical and the one 
measured with RS-FMM is 39 ms (3.21%, with respect to the analytical value). Figure 7c shows 
the Tps wave travel times, highlighting differences between the two measurements, the highest 
being 54.2ms, (5.2%, with respect to Ray Tracing). 

 

Figure 7. Travel times for the monoclinal reflector using R-S-FMM and Ray Tracing a. Calculated and 
analytical times. b. Analytical vs calculated detail Tpp. c. Detail calculated Tps times. 

In the same way, the travel times Tpp and Tps for the sinusoidal interface were calculated with 
the Ray Tracing and RS-FMM methodologies, the results are shown in Figure 8, (Tpp: blue and 
black asterisk, Tps: red and green asterisk). 

Figure 8. Sine interface travel times for converted PS wave and PP reflection wave: R-S-FMM methodology 
and Ray Tracing. 

Figure 9 shows in detail the differences in Tpp and Tps travel times measured with the two 
methodologies: RS-FMM and Ray Tracing. Figure 9.a indicates that for the travel times 
corresponding to the compressional wave P (Tpp) the greatest difference between the two 
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techniques is 26.1ms (2.08%, with respect to Ray Tracing), while for the S Tps shear, Figure 9.b 
the greatest difference is 51.9ms (3.08%, with respect to Ray Tracing). 

 
 Figure 9. R-S-FMM methodology vs. Ray Trace travel times: a. Reflection PP b. Convert PS. 

 
Discussion and Conclusions 
 
The calculation of travel times with the RS-FMM and Ray Tracing methodologies shows that even 
if we lost some precision (for the monoclinal reflector the greatest Tpp difference from the 
analytical and Ray tracing is 18 ms and between the analytical value and RS-FMM is 39 ms and 
for the sinusoidal reflector there is 26.2ms of difference with respect to Ray Tracing), in terms of 
computing time RS-FMM is at least one order of magnitude faster than ray tracing. These results 
suggest that a methodology such as that of RS-FMM can be adequate and efficient to implement 
a PS converted wave tomography algorithm where thousands of iterations require the 
simultaneous calculation of Tpp and Tps travel times. 
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